6:00 – 6:45 PM  Cocktail Reception – Patio (or Dining Hall)
6:45 – 8:15 PM  Welcome – Dr. Ann Gronowski
                Champagne Toast – Dr. Richard Cote
                Dinner
8:15 – 8:45 PM  Our Own *Histones* – a cappella
                *High Hopes* by Panic! at the Disco
                *The Sound of Silence* by Simon & Garfunkel
                *Hey Jude* by the Beatles
                Wellerman traditional sea shanty
                COVID Vaccine Wellerman Parody by Tim Blais
8:45 – 9:00 PM  Awards – Dr. Eva Aagaard
                Best Connector
                Most Collaborative
                Biggest Dreamer
                Best Problem Solver
                Good Night – Dr. Ann Gronowski
COVID Vaccine Wellerman Parody
By Tim Blais

COVID LYRICS

There once was a bug that lived in me
The name of the bug was COVID-19
It took my strength and filled my lungs
Oh boy Corona does blow

CHORUS
Soon may the vaccine come
To bring us out of isolation
One day when the battle is won
We'll break quarantine and go

Jab the arm, you might get sore
RNA transcribed to spike of spore
By macrophage displayed in a form
That the T-cell soon will know

The T-cell calls a B-cell buddy
Making a suitable antibody
Helps it evolve and leaves it plotting
Deep in the bone marrow

As far as I've heard, the fight's still on
The cases rise, and the cases fall
When COVID at our door does call
We'll stay alive and well